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The Dollar and US Credit Conditions – Well done.   
• There is a “puzzling” correlation between the dollar and supply of C&I loans in the US. 

• I would have shrugged it off (rate expectations). Authors followed and have come a long way. 

• The hypothesis: $ ↑ -- secondary markets less liquid – US banks’ supply of loans ↓ 

• SLOOS says it is important, but unfortunately it is a survey. 

• A lot of other evidence for the existence/importance of the secondary market channel. 

• Where does the paper fit? 

• Dollar as a barometer of risk appetite? Sure. 

• Peek and Rosengren etc.? Much more so. 

• What’s missing: Global investors – Foreign banks/investors – Japanese banks and investors. 

• It is very important to “unpack” global banks/investors (Aldasoro, Ehlers, Eren (2018)). 

• Plus, it will give you a much better shot at clarity and causality (more on that later). 

Global Investors? – Need to push this MUCH more.    



Let’s start from the correla/on and channels

Some channels they address: 
• $ ↑ -- Reflect expecta8ons of high i or other US macro -- demand for loans ↓ 
• more on that later. 

• $ ↑ -- business for exporters fall -- demand for loans ↓ 
• $ ↑ -- funding costs for US banks rise – supply of loans ↓
• more on that later.

• and many more… 



Paper currently preliminary, but very promising – some emojis 

What do you want the 
main message to be?

How interesting would I 
find it?

How convincing is the way 
this paper addresses it? 

There exists a “secondary 
market channel.” ☹ "
It is an important channel. # $
It is the most important 
channel. $ #
Global investors are key in 
such and such way. " ☹
• ”Unpacking” global investors can get you mileage in all dimensions.   

• emoji comes from Japanese: e (�, "picture") + moji (��, "character")
• On a scale of: %☹#$"



The role of foreign banks and investors
• Aramonte, Lee, Stebunovs (2019): Importance of foreign banks at origination.
• They use the SNC data, they show a much more granular picture. Should have access?



Unpacking global banks – Aldasoro, Ehlers, Eren (2018)
• The literature mostly treats non-US banks/investors as a homogenous group. 
• Our paper shows: Banks are heterogenous. Japanese banks are very large/different. 
• These differences have an economically significant effect on $ funding costs.  

hEps://egemeneren.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/aee_2019_new-1.pdf

https://egemeneren.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/aee_2019_new-1.pdf


• https://www.globalcapital.com/article/k64q75bt0z6n/japanese-investors-carry-clo-aaas
• https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2018/12/16/business/fate-1-trillion-risky-u-s-loans-may-japans-hands/#.XIz6FhNKjVp

From 29 Nov 2007:

From 16 Dec 2018:

Let’s dig deeper into Japanese
banks/investors…

https://www.globalcapital.com/article/k64q75bt0z6n/japanese-investors-carry-clo-aaas
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2018/12/16/business/fate-1-trillion-risky-u-s-loans-may-japans-hands/


https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2018/12/16/business/fate-1-trillion-risky-u-s-loans-may-japans-hands/#.XIz6FhNKjVp

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2018/12/16/business/fate-1-trillion-risky-u-s-loans-may-japans-hands/


https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/trending/r8PUq3LvRJTauq3gUmVclQ2

• Remember Norinchukin from their CDO exposures during the financial crisis?
• They now hold $62 billion in CLOs.  

https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/trending/r8PUq3LvRJTauq3gUmVclQ2


What to do about it? 

• Most of what I have shown was about CLOs, might also apply to mutual funds. 
• Add Japanese macro variables to regressions. Especially JGB term structure. Slope. 
• Look at before and after the implementation of the yield curve control.   
• Check for the USD/JPY exchange rate, the basis. They need to swap yens to invest.

• Is it: $ app. – funding costs for Japanese investors rise – supply of loans falls?
• ”Non-US bank channel” instead of “secondary market channel”: Peek and Rosengren (2000)

• Alternative hypothesis: It may well be a primary market channel.
• $ app. – funding costs for foreign banks rise – US banks cannot easily put together a syndicate. 
• This would operate similarly to a foreign bank driven secondary market channel. 
• Need to look at the Dealscan data to look at the nature of the syndicates. 

• Japanese FSA: changes rules for Japanese banks and their CLO holdings. 
• Exogenous shock to demand/liquidity in the US CLO market.  



https://www.reuters.com/article/japan-clo/new-japanese-regulatory-proposal-could-hit-us-clos-idUSL1N1ZH1CS

https://www.reuters.com/article/japan-clo/new-japanese-regulatory-proposal-could-hit-us-clos-idUSL1N1ZH1CS


Loans vs corporate bonds

• Alterna(ve hypothesis: 

• Any subs(tu(on between corporate bonds and bank loans by firms that correlates with 
the dollar?

• They rightly note at the very end of the paper that similar effects should be present in 
other markets. They look at yields. Comes quite late and more can be done. 

• I did a quick check on yearly corporate bond issuance (from SIFMA) and the broad $ 
and also quarterly FCI with $:

Time period Corr(all issuance, $) Corr(IG issuance, $) Corr(HY issuance, $) Corr(FCI, $)

2000-2018 -0.65 -0.55 -0.65 0.71

2009-2018 -0.71 -0.48 -0.78 0.78





Downgrades or upgrades in/out of junk as exogenous variation? 
• Exogenous effects on liquidity in secondary markets due to investment mandates of 

mutual funds or others (eg Japanese investors hold safe tranches). 

• See Aramonte and Eren (2019) for more: 

hDps://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1903u.htm

https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1903u.htm


Other comments 

• A lot of the lev. loans go to the energy sector. Putting oil prices weakens their results. 
• Seems like lower demand might be causing this.  
• Also look at M&A and LBO activity to somehow control for demand

• Loan origination takes time. Looking at contemporaneous changes appropriate? 

• The results on foreign monetary shocks are weak and don’t improve the paper much.

• Time series is rather short. Looks like one long period of $ dep. and other of $ app. 

• It would help a lot if data description were clearer. It is hard to understand.  
• Also more summary stats and more cuts in the data. 



Conclusion

• It is not easy to write a paper with the dollar on the right hand side of the regression.

• The authors have tried hard and have come a long way. It is a very promising paper. 

• Understanding global investors is key.



More Graphs

https://matasii.com/credit-cycle-a-japanese-driven-tsunami-out-of-us-clos/
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More graphs – from the paper


